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then move to the video editor. because ipimotion is an editor for video (not only
motion capture), it has two panels. the green panel is for video editing, and the
red panel is for re-editing/motion editing. you can use either panel. ipi motion

capture software was released for free for windows and mac. it can be
downloaded at motion-capture.net . the site also offers tutorials on how to use
the software. i have used ipi on windows machines and it worked pretty well

with the needs i had. the ipi motion capture software requires an open capture
device in order to record the positions and orientations of the user’s body. this

capture device can be a microphone, camera or optical tracking device. the
software allows the user to record 30-60 frames per second. once you have a
capture device you will need to install the ipi software onto a computer and

configure it to your capture device. usually you would plug the capture device
into the computer and the configuration would start automatically. i used the ipi

software on a laptop and ipi required an external usb mouse. ipi sends the
positions and movements of the mouse via the capture device to the computer.
this can sometimes be a problem in a small, crowded capture room since you

can not watch the mouse and at the same time scan for the desired motion and
the mouse moves because someone is holding it. i had to keep the mouse at a
height that i could see it when looking through the capture device. the problem
with the ipi motion capture software is that it does not provide a way to see the
x,y coordinates of the body. this is a definite concern because you can not see

where a head is in the capture room. you can only see the head when it is close
to the capture device. this was annoying when a person was sitting too far away

from the capture device. you will have to rely on camera directions to know
where the users head is when not close to the capture device.
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